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To all whom it‘m'ay concern: 
Be it known that I, THoMAs-S'. MILLER, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at ‘ 
()ttumwa, in the county of Wapello and 
State of Iowa, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Explosive Dc 
vices, of which the following is a speci?ca 
tion. ‘ 

An object of my invention is to provide 
an explosive device consisting of a shell or 
case having. one or several elongated bores 
packedwith alternatelyarranged charges of 
shot or slugs and explosives, together with a 
fuse to extend from the exterior of the shell 
or case to ignite the explosive charges in— 
versely in the order in which they are packed 
within the bores to'cause the charges of shot 
or slugs to be successively discharged from 
the shell, and which device is so constructed 
that it may be used in warfareas a projec~ 
tile 'of .the shrapnel 'type- by being shot or 
otherwise projected over and beyond a forti 
fication‘ or other barrier after the fuse has 
been ignited‘and which will, after striking 
behind the forti?cation or barrier discharge 
the separate charges of shot or slugs succes 
sively baclgwardly or against the rear side 
of the forti?cation orgb'arrier, or'which may 
be planted in the‘earth in an inclined rela 
tion with- the fuseignited, when a} retreat is 
to be made, thus‘ arranging the device in 
such relation that the charges of shot or 
slugs will‘ be successively discharged from 
the shell and directed against a person or a. 
body of persons advancing toward the re 
treating parties. _ ~. 

A further object is to so construct and 
form the device that the various explosive 
charges will be ?red in the proper intervals 
and succession, and that'when a plurality of 
bores having the alternately arranged ex~ 
plosivc and shot or slug charges therein is 
used, the charges'in the 
?red in the proper succession. 

W’Vith the above and other objects in View, 
my invention-consists in certain novel fea 
tures of construction and combination of 
parts which will‘ be hereinafter set forth in 
cr'mncction with the drawings and then more 
particularly pointed out in the claims. 
In the‘ rirawingssv ; ' 
Figure is a viiew in longitudinal section 

showing one embodiment of my invention, 
Fig. 2 is a view similar to} Fig. 1 showing 

aslightly rnodi?ed form of the device. 

several bores. will be 

Fig. 3 is a longitudinal sectional view 
showing a varied form of the device. \ 

Fig. 4 is a transverse sectional ‘view taken 
on the line 4-4 of Fig. 3. - .I 

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary sectional view‘ of 
the inner end of a device similar to that dis~ 
closed in Fig. 3, 
modi?ed'in form. 
In the form of the device as shown in 

Figs. 1 and 2, the shell 1 has a central bore 
2 made of 
reasonably thin, however it is not a‘ primary 
object of the construction that the device 
shall] burst when the explosive charges are 
ignited, and this wall is given sufficient 
strength to withstand the force of the 
various explosions causing the shot or slugs 
to be discharged from the shell. 

outer end as at 3, and the inner end ofthe 
shell is cut straight across, and ‘after, the 
adaptation in Fig. 1, is turned down at its 
extreme end and made of slightly less di 
ameter, this part of lesser diameter being 
provided with screw-threads as at {1, and a. 
cap 5 being provided with internal scrcw~ 
threads on the ?ange or rim 6 thereof to ‘be 
received over the threads 4. By mounting 
the cap 5 as above stated, the inner end of 
the shell is closed and as the threads are 
made of ?ne gage, the force 
sion in the shell, as'will be hereinafter set 
forth more at length, will cause the cap 
be displaced from-the shell and will thus 
leave the inner end of the shell open. 
The cap 5 is provided with a central bore 

7 which ‘is adapted to receive the fuse 8 
which is ‘passed therethrough, this opening 
.7, being preferably centrally disposed to 
permit cap 5 to beturned onto the screw 
threads 4 and to prevent twisting of the fuse 
Sduring this operation. This fuse 8 is ex 
tended down into the bore 2 of the shell 1 
and is preferably brought to bear against 
the side wall thereof, thus establishing a 
direct line through which the ?re will be 
carried from the exterior of the shell with 
the cap in place, to the extreme innermost 
end of the bore ‘2 of the shell. _ 
A charge of powder indicated at 9 is 

placed in the inner end of the box-o2 and 
suitable wads l0 and a ropcr packing in 
diratcd at 11‘, which pac ing might be clay 
many other material which will establish 
a tight connection around the fuse 8‘ and 
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will-stop all eomi'nunication to the charge 
at 9 except through the fuse 8. I A wad 12 
isthen placed over the packing layer 11 
and a charge of shot or slugs 13 is loaded 
in the shell upon the wad 12. after which 
a wad 14 is inserted in the bore to cover 
the. shot and another charge of powder or 
explosive mixture as indicated at 15 is 
placed on this wad '14 after which‘ the wad 
ding and {packing is repeated. \Vhile any 
number .0 explosive charges and charges 
of shot or slugs might be; placed in the shell, 
in the present: instance I have shown three 

' charges of powder indicated at )5), ‘t5, and 
15 

20 

Cl 

'1 ll, and the. shot or slug charges as indicated I 
‘at 13, ‘17. and 18, are placed upon these 
explosive charges after the bore has been 
suitably wadded and packed to establish 
the proper ?reproof joint or wall. The 
.fnse S is made of sutlieient length to ex 
tend well down into the body oi‘ the charge 
0 whiehis the ?rst charge to hev placed in 
the bore 52, and ‘thus it is assured that this 
charge will be ignited. and asthe fuse ex_ 
tends direetlv through the explosive charges 
at 15 and 16, the spark l'roni tin-‘fuse will 
cause the proper ignition and explosion of 
these charges. It will of course be. under 
stood that the length (it the. fuse 8 above the 
last layer-of packing and wailding placed in 
the bore to rover the explosive charge 16 
will be governed by the length of time it 
is desired to have. elapse between the initial 
ignition ol' the fuse H and the tiringr ol' the 
charge ltl. hlul it‘ found advisable this fuse 
8 might. be made'ot a greater length than 
would _l>e\ret|uired to traverse the length 
of the bore 2 and the excess length will then 
be rolled on the wad If’ covering the last 
charge-ot- shot or slugs. thr- eap .5 covering 
this t‘t'tlll'tlllt‘lltl'tll of the fuse and protecting 
the same against the llame l'rom the explo-'_ 
sion ot' the tiring charge when the device 
is used as a projta-tile to be discharged l'rom 
a gun. 

size that when the extreme outer end (it the 
~l'ué'e b" is pulled theretlirollgh. a tight- joint. 
is established. and the wads ltl and l! as“ 
plaeed over the powder andthe wad H as 
placed above the shotaal‘e liotelied at one side 
to rereive'the l'use H‘. the parking at It act 
ing‘ to establish a tight joint around the fuse 

'tlllllli‘il'tilllltl ‘the inner wall ol' the bore :2. 

at cn 
in making this tlt\\‘lt't'_ the explosive 

charge St is inserted and the wad lt) is then 
placed in the bore '3 with the notched open 
ing‘ titted around the (‘use 5 which l'usc is 

- in a position ol‘ lax-lying again-st one's'ide of 
.the bore with the l|)l('l" end extendin" 

P1 
Gt) through the open inner end of the shell, 

and this. wad It) is then tauipetl down 
against the powder-al'ler which the packing 
l! which is. as has hereinhei'ore been stated, 
preferably of clay in a plastic state or of 
other plastic and tire. ‘resisting material is 

The opening T is made of such :1. 
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placed over the Wad 10 and is‘ properly 
tam ed, the wad 12 beingt-hen placed with 
in t e bore and brought to bear against the‘ 
plastic material. at 11 after which the shot 
or slugs 13 a placed in the bore and are 
covered by the. wad 14, the process of ?lling 
being then repeated until the wad. 19 has 
been put in place. and then the excess length 

70 

of the fuse 8 is rolled within the shell 1 km . 
top of this wad 19 'and after the end of 
the fuse has been passial through the open- 
h1g7 through the cap 5.‘ this cap is screwed 
onto the threads 4, thus closing the bore. 2' 
at its inner end and completing the device. 
In use, this device. may be used as a pro’ 

jectile to be discharged from a gun. or other 
wise thrown over and beyond a fortification, 
hill or other artificial or natural barrier. and 
to give the. projectile proper initial move 
ment. the gun may be loaded and fired in the 
usual way, the hand Qt) being mounted 
around the inner end of the. shell 1 to cause 
the projectile to follow the rifling‘ of the gun 
barrel. .\s the explosive charge of the 'gun is 
ignited. this tlame will come in contact with 
the. protruding elul oi‘ the tits‘: 3 and will 
ignite the same. or this fuse might be given 
initial ignition het'oreheing placed in the 
gun. and then when the fuse has burned 
through the outer end o'l'v its length and has. 
passed through the wad 19, the charge of 
shot or slugs at la’. and the wads and pack 
ingabove the explosive charge at. 16, the 
sparks from the burning fuse will ignite the 
explosive charge at Hi and in consequence 
this charge will be tired and will cause the 
wad and packing below the- charge of shot 
or- slugs at. 18 to impel these shot or slugs 
lau'kwardlv through the rear end of the shell 
1. blowing oil‘ the cap 5 by strim'iiug the 
threads 4, after which the shot or slugs will 
spread. The fuse S continues to lun-n. 
through the shot, charge at. H and through 
the wads and packing above. the explosive 
charge at '15 and then when the sparks ig 
nite the explosive charge '15. the shot charge 
at. 17 will he fired back through the. open end 
of the shell 1, and this same action will 
continue. until the last charge in the shell.. 
orthe explosiveeharge first placed therein 
in the ?lling operation has been igi'iitett 
When this device is to be tired as .a projee~ 
tile from a gun. It will he shot. beyond the 
hues III‘ which the shot; or slugs are to take 
Pia-n and'then as the fuse is’ burns down into 
the explosive rharges of the shell. the shot or 
slugs will be discharged hack to burst into 
the lines concealed behind the l’tnrtitiezttion 
or barrier from the rear, and' if desired the 
bore 2 might be made tapered to he of larger 
diameter at; itsv open end than at. the end in 
proximit._\-' to the point ll ol. the projectile so 
that; the shot or slugs will be scattered over 
a wider range. and as the shell is carriedv l'or 
ward with the pointed etnl I‘, foremost and 
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in falling describes a gradual are, this end 
3 will penetrate the ground and will hold 
the shell inclined upwardly and backwardly 
in the direction from which it came so that 
the discharge of the shot or slugs will. be in 
the proper line to strike a person or persons 
concealed behind th » barrier over which the 
projectile "has been led, also if deemed .de~ 
sirable, the explosive charge at 9 might be 
made suflieiently heavy to give a stronger 
explosion which would burst the shell 1 
while, at the same time discharging the shot 
charge at 13, and in this way the shell 1 is 
niade to serve not only as a container for the 
shot and explosive charges, but also'will. be 
thrown in fragments and s linters in every 
direction, when the final’ Ibursting occurs. 
The device might also be used by ‘a retreat 
ing army by being planted in the ground 
from which the‘ retreat is to be made in a po 

, sition of upward and jorward inclination 

25 

, opposite direction. 
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and then the ‘inset; can be lighted and when ' 
the ,fuse has burned to, ignite the explosive 
charges in the shell, the shot charges will 
be discharged therefrom, and thus the suc— 
ceesive charges will he ?red at an advancing 

5-1 .. 

person or line of persons while the party 
who has ignited the fuse is retreating 1n the 

In the‘, form of they device shown in Fi . 
2, the parts“ are substantiallyidentical wit 
the exception of thelfact that the inner end 
ofthe- shell ‘or case .1V is extended to have 
slightly greater ,length beyond the mount~ 
ing of the lwa‘dj? and this extended portion ‘ 
as indicated at 21, is made ofuniform thick 
ness and‘le'ft sinooth ‘both oni its exterior 
surface {tl'idjlt the internal “here. The fuse 
8 is brought-up againstthe- inner wall of 
the bore 2 ‘of the/shell to exteiid'through 
‘the operfend a wood ‘plug 22 having a 
groove “folrmeix’along one side thereof is ?t 
ted in :l e' open 7'end of the shell with-the 

‘, ' v'eceived “in the groove~23 and then 
thisplHg-QFZ is forced into the open endo'f 
the‘ shell tel-close the same, and gives elastic 
ity/jjt'o establish ait’i‘ght connection around 
tli'.e"<'iuse 8.; This forni 013/ the device will 
be loaded ‘and will operate in the samemain 
nor as hereinbefore set forth.’ ‘ ' 

In the form of‘the'dev'ice shown in Figs. 
3, 4, and 5, a central ‘bore 24, of relatively 

‘ small size is provided in the shell or casing 
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25 and. the bores-26 are formed to extend 
from the inner end ‘of the shell 25 inwardly 
tl'ierein ‘point adjacent the pointed end 
27, these ?'ores 26 being preferably concen~ 
trieall y arranged around the- bore 24.v As 
shown in Fig. 3, the bore 24 is preferably 
cylindrical andxthe bores 26 are tapered to 
spread from thei' . nner ends outwardly. 

it is preferable that an e ual number ‘of 
bores 26 be spaced around t e central. bore 
2t and counterbbres are formed through the 
shell or ca sing to pass diametrically there 

8 

into through the walls separating the bores 
26 from the bore 24, thus establishing spark 
leads 28 from the central bore 24 to each of 
the peripherally arranged bores 26. As 
illustrated in Fig. 3,,it is preferable that 
these counterhm'es be provided at several 
points along the length of the shell 25 so 
that the ?re leads 28 will be provided in line 
with the points where the explosive charges 
are filled into the several bores. Ashas been 
stated, these bores forming the fire or spark 
leads28 are started from the exterior of the 
shell and the ol'ienings throl'lgh the outer 
walls are closed'by the screw-flu'eaded plu s 
29, or in. any other suitable manner. §n 
loading the shell, the fuse 30 is placed in the 
central bore 24 to extend down along the side 
wall thereof and the explosive charges, the 
wads and packing, and ‘the shot or‘ slug 

. charges are ?lled into the bores 21 and 26 
in the manner described in connection with 
the form of the device shown in Fig. 1. it of 
course being understood that the explosive 
charges are placed in the same relative ar 
rangement in the various bores and are so 
positioned that the ?l‘c or spark leads 28 will 
establish comnluni'cation from .lhe central 
bore 24 in those portions in which thcexplo 
sivc' charges are. packed to thesame relative 
portion of each of the bores 26. Plugs 31 
and 32 are ?tted in the open ends of the horn _ 
24 and the bores 26, it of course being under 
stood that the plug 3'1. is grooved to receive 
the fuse‘30, and thus the open ends of these 
several bores are closed to pernnt the device 

I to be ?tted in a gun and discharged as a pro~ 
jectile therefrom. As the fi‘lse' v30 burns 
down to ignite the first charge of powder 
or other ‘explosive in the central liore‘24, this 
charge is exploded to drive the shot or slug 
charge: and the plug 21 from this bore and 
at the same time, the fire ?ashes through the 
lire or spark leads 28 to ignite the‘ explosive 
chargesin the several peripherally arranged 
bores 26. As- the bore 24'is straight, ‘the shot 
charge is discharged through “the open end 
thereof without any considerable scattering 
action, and: by reason of the ‘fact that the 
(‘bores 26 are ta]_)e1'ed,‘the,sliot charges pros 
Jected therethrough will be spread to cover 
a considerable area, also, -if'desired,the ex 
.plo‘sive charges in the various bores can be 

> varied to cause the shot charges ‘to be‘ car 
ried to greater or a lesser distances as de 
sired, and in this way the device will‘ be con 
structed-to still further scatter the shot, as 
discharged therefrom. As the plugs 29 are 
set rigidly inthe metal of the casing or shell 
25, theseplugs will not ,be readily blown out 
and the shell will present each of the bores 
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thereof as a continuous and unbroken path ‘ 
for the discharge of each successive charge 
of shot 'or'slugs, l1OWGVGI',‘if 'deisired,ythe ex 
treme inner end' of the bore 24 may be‘ loaded 
with a charge of a high explosive which will 



‘l, 

.burst the shell and throw the same in frag 
ments. ' i 

In Fi . 5, the structure is identical with 
that disc osed in Figs. 3 and 4, and here the 

5 Open ends of the bores 24 and 26 are inter 
nally screw-threaded, the plugs 33 and 34; 
being screw-threaded to be received in these 
screw-threaded open ends to close the same. 

, The plu 33 recelved in the open end of the 
bore 24 as a central ori?ce or passage 35 
therethrough and a fuse 36 is received 
throu h this passage, it being preferable 
that his fuse 36 be extended down into the 
bore 24 centrally thereof, and the passage 35 
being centrally bored in the plug so that as 
the plug is turned into the screw-threaded 
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' _ end of the bore 24, this fuse will not be‘ 
twisted. The screw-threads of both the 
bores and'thc plugs will necessarily be of 
reasonably ?ne pitch and thus as the ?rst 
charge is ?red, these plugs will be blown 
out and at the same time the shot or slug 
char es' will. be ?red from the device. 
W ile I have herein shown and described 

‘only s‘ eci?c forms of my invention, it will 
be un erstood that'the caps or plugs closing 
the ends of-hores might be varied in their 
form and mounting as well as in the mate 
rial from which the same are constructed, 

30" that various other packing materials than 
vthose mentioned might be used, that any 
number of bores can be formed in the shell 
or casing, and that various other changes 
and modi?cations might be resorted to With 
out departing from the spirit and scope of 
myinvention', and hence I do not wish to be 
limited to the exact construction above set 
forth, but only to such points as ‘may be 
set forth in theclaims. 

40'v Iclaim:—~ -> ' 

1; An explosive device of the projectile 
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_ type comprising a shell solid at the head end ' 
and having a bore extending‘ thereinto from 
the rear end, a fuse extending substantially 
throughout the length of the bore and from 
the'rear end-of the shell, charges of anex 
phsivc and of shot alternately arranged in 
said‘ bore, and means to‘close the end of the 
bore and leave an end of the fuse exposed‘. 

2. An explosive device comprising a cas 
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ing from the shell. 
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ing having a pluralit of bores disposed 
lon 'tudinall '.1n para lel alinement, spark 
lea s provi ed at spaced _,= apart ‘points 
throughout the length of said ‘bores to estab 
lish communication between the several 
bores, a fuse extended throughout the length 
of one of said‘ bores, explosive charges 
mounted in said bores at points correspond 
ing to the location of .the spark leads, and 
shot charges mounted in alternate arrange_ 
ment with said explosive charges. ‘ 

3. An~explosive device comprising a cas 
ing having a central bore, a plurality of 
bores arranged in concentric positioning 
around ‘the central bore, spark leads from 
central bore to the concentrically arranged 
bores formed - at spaced a art points 
throughout the lengths of the , ores, a fuse 
mounted. in the central bore to extend 
throughout the length thereof, a plurality of 
explosive charges mounted in the bores in 
line with the spark leads, vshot charges 
mounted in alternate,arrangement With the 
explosive charges, and means to close the 
open ends of the bores and to leave the fuse 
end projecting from the shell. 

4. An explosive device of the projectile 
type comprising a casing having a solid 
head with a central bore at the rear end and 
a plurality of bores grouped concentrically 
around the central bore, spark leads from the 
central bore to the concentrically arranged 
bores formed at spaced points throughout the 
lengths of said bores, a fuse mounted in the 
central here to extend throughout the length 
thereof, alternately arranged shot and ex 
plosive charges loaded into the several bores 
in such. a relation that the explosive charges , 
are in line ‘with the spark leads, means to 
close the ends of the concentrically arranged 
bores, and means to close the open'end of the 
central bore and leave the fuse end project 

In testii'nony whereof I aliix my signature 
in presence of two witnesses. 

THOMAS S. MILLER. 
,_ Witnesses: » \ 

WI T. WILSON , 
Gwnnnoun McCANoE. 
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